
Top technology for 
MACHINING PLASTICS 
AND COMPOSITES

Technology that 
meets highest demands



Spiral of success

REICHENBACHER machining of plastics and composites 

Plastic machining is a broad field: 
It starts at the trimming of vacuum-formed components, via free-formed CFRP- and 
GRP-components, to the heavy-duty machining of technical plastic components 
with filter mats as an example. 

Here, CNC machining centres unite a world of extremes: 
On the one hand, there is a demand for great milling feeds with little chip removal 
at a high speed of the milling spindle, which can only be obtained by a CNC con-
trol system of highest performance. On the other hand, the manufacturing cell is to 
allow for the maximum chip removal rate at minimum spindle speed, for example 
when machining thermoplastics. 

These criteria can only be met by a current-controlled spindle technology, which is 
a standard feature at Reichenbacher Hamuel in the same way the oriented spindle 
stop in a pre-defined position is one. 

Aircraft interior fittings  
                            Space-frame technology

                        Automobile industry
        Rail vehicle manufacturing
                           Shipbuilding
     Facade engineering technology
                                      Making of big models          
                                         

Production at the highest level
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A new definition of machine technology 

The “Champions League” is reached when machining composites – for example in 
caravan manufacture, where the lateral wall consists of layers of aluminium, poly-
urethane foam and wood. Here, the machining tool is subject to highest demands 
and an optimum power spectre of the milling spindle over the entire speed range 
must be assured.
 
Specialists for vehicle interiors, producers of technical plastic components, screw 
conveyors, display packages or plexiglass components for medical technology, 
as well as companies processing technical foams or manufacturers of light-weight 
components for aircraft construction, trust in the competence, reliability and 
technological top performance of Reichenbacher Hamuel. 

Promising manufacturing solutionsMachining of plastics and composites 

UNIVERS: Performance reserves 
from a grown potential

VISION-U: Success based on 
individuality 

ECO: A synonym for flexibility

Machining centre UNIVERS with an 
I-profile carrier for aircraft floor 
construction clamped in the machine

High-frequency spindles with 60,000 rpm, 
linear motors with an acceleration of up 
to 1.2 g in the HPR 3000

Pipeline machining on an additional NC 
axis of rotation (up to Ø 600 mm)

Finished ceiling panel for the minimisa-
tion of sound and ambient noise

Components for water plant construction Machined composite interior component 
for motorhomes and commercial vehicles

Machine tables of an ECO with 147 pins, 
each, for caravan walls

Small NC axis of rotation (up to Ø 310 
mm) on a grooved vacuum table 

Pneumatic clamping device for the 
machining of profiles  
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Versatile and modern

Challenging work at spatial bodies is carried out using 5-axes technology with con-
vincing results for aircraft interior fittings, as well as in the construction of automo-
biles, yachts, rail vehicles and big models. All these sectors place special emphasis 
on precision, process reliability and customised solutions. 

In these markets we have acquired an excellent reputation based on our innovative 
engineering and pronounced quality awareness. The use of future-oriented tech-
nology, comprehensive application experience and the continuous education and 
training of our staff form the base of such convincing results. 

Make consistent use of the procedural and technical progress of Reichenbacher 
Hamuel to increase your productivity. 

Well-equipped unitsMachining of plastics and composites

ECO-NT: Extremely handy

ECO-LT: Up-to-date value 
for your money

ECO-RS: A completely new sensation
40 spindle multi-drilling unit for manu-
facturing acoustic panels

Extraction hood to be positioned for 
3-axes machining with a 5-axes 
working head 

Machining of an impeller from ureol 
(Cibatool) on an ECO-NT

Machining of a honeycomb core, e.g. for 
reinforcing aircraft wings

Disc miller for the linear and circular mil-
ling of decorative grooves in aluminium 
and plastic plates

Clamping device with interior component 
on an ECO-NT



Reichenbacher Hamuel GmbH
Rosenauer Straße 32 · D-96487 Dörfles-Esbach
Phone: +49 (0)9561-599-0 · Fax: +49 (0)9561-599-199 
info@reichenbacher.de · www.reichenbacher.com 
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CNC-technology at its best


